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You will need:
• Ornament base - 2” flower pot
• Wooden bead for head
• Felt hat or knit hat
• Holly sprig for hat (optional)
• Ribbon for scarf
• Small sticks for arms (optional)
• Broom (optional)
• Ribbon w/Bell for hanging
• White, Pink, Orange & Black Acrylic Craft paints
• Blue, Red or Green Acrylic Craft paint depending on your scarf color.
• Paintbrush and/or sponge brush
• Glue Gun
• Toothpick, pencil & Q-tip
• Water based polyurethane or acrylic craft sealant (optional)
• Small Crochet hook or wire
• Drill (optional)

HOW to MAKE YOUR FLOWER POT ORNAMENT

Please refer to the photos for visual details during painting and assembly.

- Glue the bead to upside down flower pot lining up hole in bead with drainage hole in pot, let dry.
- Paint the entire flower pot and bead head white, let dry. You can leave the inside of the pot unpainted if you like.
- Drill a small hole on either side of the wooden bead for the arms. (optional)
- IMPORTANT: Before painting the face, if you drilled holes for the arms, note where the holes are drilled and be sure to paint the face in the right place on the bead.
- Using black paint and a worn pencil point, dot on the eyes.
- Use the handle end of a small paintbrush to paint the mouth by dipping it in the black paint and dotting the mouth on. Start with the center and dot out to each side.
- Using orange paint and a toothpick, draw a sideways triangle for the nose and fill in.
- Using pink paint and a Q-tip, dot on the cheeks.
- Using your accent (scarf) color and the eraser end of a pencil or a small dowel, dot on two buttons and sponge, dot or check the rim of the pot. After the buttons are dry, use white paint and a toothpick to paint the dots for the button holes. Let dry.
- Apply craft sealant or water based polyurethane to entire flower pot and head. Let dry. (optional)
- Glue the holly sprig to the hat, let dry. (optional)
- Apply glue to the inside of the hat and quickly press onto the head and hold until the glue dries.
- Attach the arms by applying a dab of glue in each drilled hole, (at the side of the head) and insert one arm in each holding in place until dry.
- Tie the scarf around the neck, knot and glue the scarf ends to the flower pot as shown.
- Apply glue to the back of the broom and one of the arms and gently press in place holding until dry. (optional)
- Make a small slit with a box knife in the top of the hat. String the jingle bell onto the ribbon hanger and apply the ribbon by inserting a small crochet hook, (or piece of wire with a loop shaped at the end), through the slit in the top of the hat, the bead and pot. Attach the ribbon hanger to crochet hook or wire and gently pull it through the head and hat. Pull all the way through until the bell is against the drainage hole on the inside of the flower pot. Pull the bell away from the flower pot slightly and apply a bit of glue to the top of the bell. Once again pull the bell tight against the flower pot and hold until dry.

HANG AND ENJOY!